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NEW PSYCHOACTIVE SUBSTANCES


"Bringing diagnostics to new highs"
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Following the success of their 2014 and 2015 NPS seminars in Trondheim and Munich, Chiron and nal von minden are co-hosting a third, two day event on the topic.










PROGRAMME


 


Preliminary programme is

now available





VENUES


Discover the meeting

and social event venues






HOTELS


A list of hotels

next to the meeting venue





MEETING FLYER


Download, print, send

the meeting flyer








 


New psychoactive substances (NPS) are a rapidly evolving class of drugs that have been developed to mimic the effects of established illicit drugs. Such medications are often referred to as "designer drugs" or "legal highs."

These substances can help with the diagnosis and treatment of certain medical conditions such as PTSD, depression, and anxiety.  International summits are organized regularly in London to discuss the effects of NPS and to establish ways of controlling their use and distribution. In such meetings and congresses experts from various fields come together to discuss the latest research, trends, and policies related to NPS. 


If you happen to need transportation of your equipment to/from the airport or from 1 place in London to another, refer to Trace-Elliot man and van. Last year they provided invaluable help moving a lot of the tables and equipment in the last minute.


For Accomodation before, during and after our London event please visit Booking.com


Previous Meetings



 


TRONDHEIM 2014


Read and download presentations

from Trondheim meeting 2014.



 


 


MUNICH 2015


Read and download presentations

from Munich meeting 2015.



 














Chiron AS

Stiklestadveien 1 | NO-7041 | Trondheim | Norway

T: +47 73 87 44 90 | F: +47 73 87 44 99 | E: sales@chiron.no

www.chiron.no


   





nal von minden GmbH

Friedenstrasse 32 | 93053 | Regensburg | Germany

T: +49 94 12 90 100 | F: +49 94 12 90 10 50 | E: info@nal-vonminden.com

www.nal-vonminden.com


   





privacy-policy





Privacy statement nal von Minden GmbH





We take the protection of data privacy seriously


The protection of your privacy in the processing of personal data is important to us. When you visit our website, our web servers will by default save the IP of your Internet Service Provider, the website from which you visit us, the web pages you visit as well as the date and the duration of your visit. This information is necessary for the technical transmission of the websites and the reliable server operation. A personalised evaluation of these data does not take place.


If you send us data via a contact form, these data will be saved on our servers in the course of the data backup. We will use your data exclusively for the processing of your request. Your data will be treated as strictly confidential. It will not be disclosed to a third party.


Responsible party:

nal von minden GmbH

Carl-Zeiss-Straße 12

47445 Moers

Deutschland

Tel.: +49 2841 99820-0

E-Mail: info@nal-vonminden.de


Personal data


Personal data are data about your person. They include your name, your address and your e-mail address. You do not have to disclose any personal data in order to be able to visit our website. In some cases, we will require your name and address as well as other information in order to be able to offer you the requested service.


The same applies in case that you want to receive information material or if we answer your requests. In these cases, we will always point this out. We will only save the data that you have automatically or voluntarily sent to us.


If you use one of our services, we will usually only collect the data required to offer you our service. We might ask you for additional information which are, however, of a voluntary nature. Whenever we process personal data, we do this so we can offer you our service or to pursue our commercial goals.


Automatically saved non-personal data


When you visit our websites, we save certain information for administrative and technical reasons. These are the following: Type and version of the browser used, data and time of day of the visit as well as the IP address.


These data will be anonymised and used only for statistical purposes or to improve our Internet and online services.


These anonymised data will be - separate from the personal data - saved on secure systems and can not be assigned to any individual person. This means that your personal data are protected at all times.


Cookies


When you use our websites, we might save information on your computer in the form of cookies. Cookies are small files that are transmitted from an Internet server to your browser and saved on the hard drive. Section 6 Para. 1 lit f GDPR forms the legal basis for the use of cookies.


Only the protocol address is saved in the process – no other personal data. The information saved in the cookies makes it possible to automatically recognize you during the next visit, which makes it easier for you to use it.


Of course, you can also visit our websites without cookies. If you don't want that your computer is identified during the next visit, you can also reject the use of cookies by changing the settings in your browser to "Do not accept cookies". Refer to the instructions of your corresponding browser to learn how to proceed. However, if you do not accept cookies, the use of some areas of our website might be restricted.


Google Analytics with Anonymisation Function


On our website, we use Google Analytics, a web analysis service of Google Inc., 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043 USA, hereinafter "Google“. Google-Analytics uses so-called "cookies“, text files that are saved on your computer allowing for an analysis of your visit to the website.


The information provided by these cookies, such as the time, place and frequency of your visit including your IP address, will be sent to Google in the USA and saved at this location.


On our website, we use Google Analytics with the suffix "_gat._anonymizeIp". In this case, Google will already shorten and thus anonymise your IP address within the member states of the European Union or other signatories of the Agreement on the Economic Area.


Google uses this information to evaluate your visit to our website, to create reports for us about the website activities and to render additional services associated with the use of the website and Internet. Where appropriate, Google will also disclose this information to third parties if legally required or if a third party processes these data on behalf of Google.


Google will never link your IP address with other data from Google on its own account. You can prevent the installation of cookies with the corresponding setting of your browser software; however, we would like to point out that in this case you won't be able to make full use of all the functions on our website.


In addition, Google provides a deactivation add-on for the most common browsers which will give you more control over which data Google will collect from the websites you visit. The add-on tells JavaScript (ga.js) from Google Analytics that no information on the website visit may be sent to Google Analytics. However, the deactivation add-on from Google Analytics for browsers does not prevent information from being sent to us or other web analysis services possibly used by us. Click on the following link to get more information on the installation of the browser add-on: https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=de


If you visit our website using a mobile end device (smartphone or tablet), you must click on this link instead to prevent tracking by Google Analytics on this website in future. This is also possible as an alternative to the browser add-on mentioned above. By clicking the link, an opt-out cookie will be set in your browser that is only valid for this browser and this domain. If you delete cookies in this browser, the opt-out cookie will be deleted as well, so you will have to click on the link again.


If you have agreed to have your web and app browser history linked to your Google account and that information from your Google account can be used to personalise your data, Google will use your data together with Google Analytics data to create target group lists for remarketing purposes across devices. For this purpose, Google Analytics will first collect your Google-authenticated ID on our website which is then linked to your Google account (thus personal data). Google Analytics will then temporarily link your ID to your Google Analytics data in order to optimise our target groups.


If you don't agree with this, you can stop this by making the corresponding settings in the "My account" area of your Google account.


Customer account


For every customer who registers accordingly, we set up password-protected direct access to his/her user-related data (customer account) stored with us. Here you can see the data on completed and open orders and on orders that have been sent recently, and manage address data, bank details and the newsletter. You undertake to treat personal access data as confidential and not to make them accessible to unauthorised third parties. We cannot assume liability for the misuse of passwords unless we are responsible for their misuse.


With the “Remember me” function, we would like to make your visit to our website as pleasant as possible. This function means that you can use our services without having to log in again every time. However, for security reasons, you will be required to enter your password again if your personal data should be changed or you wish to place an order, for example. We recommend that you do not use this function if the computer is used by several users. We advise you that the “Remember me” function is not available if you use a setting that automatically deletes the stored cookies after each session.


Security


We have taken technical and administrative safety precautions to protect your personal data against loss, destruction, manipulation and unauthorised access. All of our employees as well as service providers working for us are obligated to comply with the applicable data protection laws.


Whenever we collect and process personal data, they will be encrypted before their transmission. This means that your data can not be misused by a third party. Our safety precautions are constantly improved and our data protection statements are continuously revised. Please make sure that you have the latest version available.


Rights of persons affected


Please do not hesitate to contact us if you want to know which of your personal data we save or if you want to have them corrected or deleted. You also have the right to restrict the processing (Section 18 GDPR), the right to object to the processing (Section 21 GDPR) as well as the right to data portability (Section 20 GDPR).


Please contact us in these cases.


Amendments to this data privacy statement


We reserve the right to change our data privacy statements in case this should become necessary due to new technologies. Please make sure that you have the latest version available. All important changes to this data privacy statement will be disclosed on our website.


In regard to data protection, all interested parties and visitors to our website can contact us at:


Matthias Hassler LL.M.

Projekt 29 GmbH & Co. KG

Ostengasse 14

93047 Regensburg

Tel.: 0941 2986930

Fax: 0941 29869316

E-Mail: m.hassler@projekt29.de

Internet: www.projekt29.de


Should our data protection officer not be able to address your concern to your satisfaction, you will have the right to appeal at the regulatory authority responsible in your federal state.
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